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Abstract: The paper justifies the following theses: The totality can found time if the latter 
is axiomatically represented by its “arrow” as a well-ordering. Time can found choice and 
thus information in turn. Quantum information and its units, the quantum bits, can be 
interpreted as their generalization as to infinity and underlying the physical world as well 
as the ultimate substance of the world both subjective and objective. Thus a pathway of 
interpretation between the totality via time, order, choice, and information to the substance of 
the world is constructed. The article is based only on the well-known facts and definitions and 
is with no premises in this sense. Nevertheless it is naturally situated among works and ideas 
of Husserl and Heidegger, linked to the foundation of mathematics by the axiom of choice, to 
the philosophy of quantum mechanics and information.
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The objectivity of the paper is to discuss time as if crucified on the cross figuratively situated 
between subject and object therefore unifying them. On the one hand, time is the foundation of 
consciousness. On the other hand, it is the basis shared by the physical world. Furthermore, the 
link between the conscious and physical realized by time is an ordering having two faces, from 
which the one addresses choice, and the other continuity. The unification of both represents a unit 
of information, which also unifies subject and object.  

That task comprises the research of the following questions: 

1. Can the true totality found time as a well ordering?

2. How can time found choice?

3. How can choice found information?

4. Can information underlie the physical world as the general substance?

5. Is the totality the true and ultimate substance of the world both objective and subjective?

Quantum mechanics, mathematics, and philosophy are the areas, in which one can search for 
answers. 

1. Can the true totality found time as a well ordering?

Time can be exhaustedly described and thus axiomatically defined by its most essential property: 
the “arrow” of time. Indeed time serves to separate and order well the world both subjective and 
objective in a rigorous sequence known in mathematics as “well-ordering”. It means that the 
following conditions should be satisfied:  

The axiom of trichotomy, if a moment of time is given, any other should be either (1) past or (2) 
future in relation to it or (3) coincide with it. 

Any period of time has a beginning, i.e. an initial moment of time. 

Described and defined in thus, the totality can found time as follows: 

The totality possesses the following paradoxical and definitive property: It contents necessarily 
its externality being just “total”. However it contents its internality, the intersection of which with 
the externality of totality is an empty set or at least does not coincide with the internality in 
general. This implies that the totality should possess special elements which can be defined by 
the controversial property that they do not belong to its internality. Consequently, the totality 
generates necessarily a well-ordering such as a set of sets, any of which is a subset of another of 
those subsets. 
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Indeed that set satisfies the axiom of trichotomy: If an element of it is given, any other is either 
(1) a true subset of it or (2) contents it as a true subset, or (3) coincides with it. 

Any subset of that set possesses an initial, or in other words, maximal element, to which all 
others are subsets. 

The well-ordering generated in thus is equivalent to time as it has been defined above only by its 
arrow, i.e. as any well-ordering. 

In particular, this implies that the totality can be only infinite for any finite set can constitute only 
a finite series and reaching the empty set, which is ultimate, it cannot include its externality 
within itself.   

That totality discussed above as generating time as a well-ordering can be interpreted both 
subjectively (as consciousness) or objectively (as the universe) leading correspondingly to 
subjective time in the former case or to objective time in the latter one. However the underlying 
structure does not depend of whether the interpretation is subjective thinking of the totality as 
consciousness or objective as the universe. Thus time being the same in both cases can unify 
subject and object as two equivalent interpretations of the totality. There exists a fundamental 
philosophical invariance of subject and object expressed by time and originating from the totality.    

2. How can time found choice? 

After time has seen as well-ordering, and any series of sequentially nested sets is a well-ordering, 
the next questions are: Does any well-ordering imply at least one sequence of nested sets? Does 
choice can be represented in terms of set theory as a set nested in another, i.e. as the pair of a set 
and its subset? Does any sequence of nested sets and thus a well-ordering can be interpreted as an 
equipotent series of choices? Does well-ordering and choice are equivalent concepts in a sense? 
Furthermore, if these three: well-ordering, choice and a sequence of nested sets are given as 
equivalent, do these structures imply back time in turn and by means of it, the totality?    

The answers of all questions are positive and can be found as follows:  

Any well-ordering implies at least one sequence of nested sets because one can construct the later 
on the base of the former: The well-ordering is a well-ordered set, which is taken as the initial 
member of the searched sequence. Then any next element of it can be obtained from the previous 
one by removing of an element. 

Then choice can be defined by two sets: the one is that of all possible alternatives, and the other 
is the subset of the chosen alternative. If that subset is a true subset of the set of all alternatives, 
the corresponding choice will be designated as true, too.  
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Obviously, this definition of choice can applied for any sequence of choices therefore generating 
an equivalent well-ordering or a sequence of nested sets. One can generalize the definition of 
choice maximally as an always admissible option of choice. That generalization is well-known in 
mathematics as the axiom of choice, and in philosophy, too, as freewill ordinarily discussed in 
relation to human beings or their rights. That choice, which is always allowed, implies a well-
ordering in any case, and vice versa as above. This statement is known in mathematics as the 
equivalence of the well-ordering theorem and the axiom of choice. It can be extended in relation 
to freewill coined in an abstract and generalizing sense to the being at all rather than the human 
being only.  

The cited equivalence in mathematics and eventually in philosophy can be interpreted as 
implying or originating from the equivalence of choice and order. The concept of information can 
be founded both mathematically and philosophically on that equivalence unifying these two 
fundamental ideas. This will be discussed a little below.  

At last, that generalizing choice being equivalent both to a sequence of nested sets and to a well-
ordering turns out to be equivalent to time as far as it has defined axiomatically as well-ordering. 
If the totality implies time in this sense, does the well-ordering or time implies the totality in 
turn? Taking an infinite series of embedded sets equivalent both to time and to choice, one can 
interpreted as a well-ordered set of externalities of the totality contained by it and therefore 
implying it. Thus a bidirectional pathway between choice and the totality is already in 
exploitation guaranteeing the reliable link of equivalence between them across the border 
between subject and object without any dependence on any of them. 

3. How can choice found information? 

Information is order in a most general sense. After order is linked to choice as above, this 
connects also choice and information indirectly. However, there is another, unmediated relation 
between them founded on the quantity of information: Its unit is an elementary choice, a binary 
digit, a bit. Indeed a bit is the choice between two equiprobable alternatives and thus the quantity 
of information indicates the amount of choice of a set in units of elementary choice. That amount 
of information of a set can be also interpreted equivalently as its complexity, i.e. as that number 
of elementary operations, by which it can be ordered beginning from an absolute chaos, or in 
other words, in how many of elementary steps it can be constructed from nothing, from zero, i.e. 
from the empty set. 

That foundation of information on choice (or order) refers only to finite sets and it does not 
require the axiom of choice (or the well-ordering theorem). However if one utilizes the latter two, 
the concept of information can be extended to any infinite set. Then the unit of information 
should be relevantly generalized as a choice among an infinite set of alternatives, which can be 
always enumerated once the axiom of choice is admitted. That unit might be designated as an 
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“init” for an “infinite digit” just as a bit is for a “binary digit”, and the term of “information” 
might be interpreted as “infinite formation”. However they are already introduced under other 
names and for other reasons, which will be discussed in detail in the paragraph 4. Both the term 
of init and the interpretation of information as infinite formation will be kept here to be conserved 
the logical consequence. Furthermore, “qubit” and “quantum information”, which will be 
introduced below, can be considered only as particular cases correspondingly of “init” and 
“infinite information” (or “in-formation”) thus questioning about their eventual equivalence.   

After involving the axiom of choice for introducing “init” and “in-formation”, some ostensibly 
paradoxical corollaries are inevitable. They are due to involving infinity in final analysis, which 
is wrongly interpreted in terms of finiteness. More exactly, infinity is able to be both universal 
(and thus complete) and open (and thus incomplete) unlike finiteness, which is always either 
complete or incomplete disjunctively. For example, a single “init” is equivalent to any, including 
infinite, number of inits. However that property is not controversial and it implies no 
contradictions or vagueness. A rigorous and quantitative theory of infinity can be (and has in fact 
already) developed under other name: quantum mechanics. 

Another question is yet open: How does the introduction of init and in-formation affect the 
understanding of time and the totality for the latter two are equivalent to choice as this is 
investigated above? After the choice has considered as infinite in general, does this influence 
somehow the concepts of time and the totality?  

The totality and thus time can be only infinite as this is deduced above. If the choice and thus 
information is finite, they cannot refer directly to the totality and time. After they have involved 
infinity in themselves, they are already able to represent or address the totality and time in an 
unmediated way. In other words, the concept of in-formation continues and thus keeps the 
bilaterality (bidirectionality) of the pathway between information and the totality in the newly 
built section from choice to information.     

4. Can information underlie the physical world as the general substance? 

The next questions are: If the “init” and “in-formation” are given correspondingly as the unit of 
an infinite choice and the quantity of those infinite choices necessary to be formed some 
structure, can the “qubit” and “quantum information” be deduced or even constructed from the 
former two? Do the latter and thus the former two underlie the physical world and even the world 
at all?  

However, if the pathway from the totality to quantum information and thus to the world can be 
continued in the section from “in-formation” to quantum information, is it bilateral, bidirectional, 
i.e. are “in-formation” and quantum  information equivalent to each other? 

The answers of these new questions are also positive and can be justified as follows:  
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This preliminary consideration already hints that the mapping of a coherent state into a well-
ordered state of a set should be discussed not only mathematically, but also philosophically. 
Science used to resolve the analogical problem in classical physics by the postulate of the 
knowability of the world. It admits subject and object to be equated in the process of knowledge 
therefore introducing a common time both of subject and of object. However this solution is 
already inapplicable for the question refers to the relation of the absence and availability of 
choice, well-ordering and thus time at all making impossible for time to be premised as it should 
be deduced.  

The introduction of the totality, from which time to be deduced, offers another approach. Indeed 
the totality has been considered as equivalent to time until now in the paper.  This has been done 
after the division of its externality and internality had been admitted implicitly. However the 
totality should be thought as some oneness, which does not allow of any division into parts, e.g. 
these of the externality and of the internality. It should unify even its oneness and any division of 
it into any parts, to be total in fact. Consequently the relation between the totality and time, which 
represents well-ordering and thus choice and some division for the choice to make sense, is rather 
extraordinary: The totality both represents absolutely itself in the time and transcends it e.g. by its 
wholeness or by the doubling of time in eternity, etc.: The totality is absolutely expressed in the 
time, and nevertheless it includes one more thing inexplicable.  

All this seems to be controversial, even contradictory, and thus both unbuildable and 
unembeddable in any mathematical structure. In fact, Hilbert space utilized by quantum 
mechanics is that structure. It coincides with its dual space, which cannot be simultaneously 
given with it. In other words, Hilbert space is absolutely represented by any member from the 
pair of dual spaces, and anyway that representation excludes something inexplicable, namely the 
other identical “twin” or counterpart. This initially contradictory ostensibly structure runs through 
all quantum mechanics generating e.g. many alleged “paradoxes”, “incompleteness”, etc. All of 
them originate from infinity involved in the core of the mathematical formalism of quantum 
mechanics for Hilbert space is infinitely dimensional and this fact is necessary to be resolved the 
main problem of how quantum leaps and smooth motions to be represented uniformly.  

Indeed the totality is necessarily infinite, and infinity can be defined as what contains a true part 
of it, which is equivalent to it. Thus the complement of this true part, which is always nonempty, 
is an inexplicable remainder after any explication by any infinite part of. That division of infinity 
and thus of the totality is what is represented by the original invariance to the axiom of choice: 
The remainder inexplicable in principle is that, to which the axiom of choice should not be valid, 
and vice versa: What is explicable (in the time in final analysis) obeys the axiom of choice. The 
same can be thought as a special property of infinity or of the totality such as the reconciliation of 
universality and openness in them.  
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All these considerations are not a rigorous deduction, but they cannot be that for any deduction, 
and logic in principle as well, is on the side of explication. Anyway one can generalize logic as 
ontology, which can involve the inexplicable in principle as above. Even more, that ontology 
including the inexplicable nevertheless allows a precious enough expression by a mathematical 
stricture such as Hilbert space, which can be thought as an extraordinary form of logic based on 
lattices in it. The above consideration should be a deduction within that logic. 

All this should found the positive answer also of the first half of the question: Any set and even 
any entity can be equivalently represented by some metric structure admitting some inexplicable 
remainder, which does not decrease the exactness of that quantitative representation. The pair of 
the totality and time underlies ontologically that statement coinciding with it in a sense.  

In fact any wave function can be represented as an equivalent series of qubits and thus as a value 
of the quantity of quantum information. Since that is the case, it underlies the physical world for 
any entity in it should be a quantum state representable as a wave function (a point in Hilbert 
space) or some change of that according to quantum mechanics. Consequently, the substance of 
the physical world is only quantum information and its change. This can be equivalently 
represented as the statement that the physical world is a single quantum computer processing just 
quantum information, and all physical processes are computations in it for quantum information 
is a generalization of information as to infinity. A quantum computer can be thought as a 
quantum Turing machine, in which all bits of its tape are replaced by qubits, and all operation on 
a cell (a qubit in the case) are the same: “Write!”, “Read!”, “Next!”, and “End!” 

Even much more, not only the physical world, but the world at all can be considered as underlain 
by quantum information. The reason of that generalization is the invariance to object/ subject 
from the viewpoint of the totality and thus of time: Both interpretations of the totality as the 
universe being objective and the absolute (or transcendental) subject being subjective should be 
identical and that identity is expresses in particular by the availability of a common or joint 
foundation, quantum information, though the contemporary science has not yet managed to 
interpreted consciousness in terms of wave function directly.     

If now one look at the “pathway” between the totality and quantum information globally, the 
newly built section between in-formation and quantum information involving explicitly infinity 
makes it to be rather extraordinary: like a Möbius strip, which is bilateral or bidirectional locally, 
but unilateral or unidirectional globally. In fact the Möbius strip embeds topologically the 
structure of a bit representing both its aspects as a single unit and as two disjunctive alternatives 
correspondingly globally and locally. One can imagine the totality topologically as that 
generalization of the Möbius strip, where infinitely many “sides” appear locally.  
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Time or logic should be interpreted only locally after that visualization. That inexplicability 
featuring only the totality is seen by dint of the global viewpoint without complementing the 
“picture” by any additional detail: It is only a doubling completing it as a whole.             

 5. Is the totality the true and ultimate substance of the world both objective and subjective? 

Thus quantum information can be very well understood as the local aspect or “hypostasis” of the 
totality being the true ultimate substance of the world both subjective and objective. One can 
think of quantum information as matter, i.e. as the absolutely explicable meaning of the substance 
therefore existing always in time.  

Time unifying subject and object in turn is only the explicable “part” or “half” of the totality 
distinguishing from it or from all explicable by a “mute” or “ontological difference”: The totality 
is always both absolutely in time and yet transcending it by something inexplicable in principle 
by a pure or mirror doubling of all existing in time.  

Conclusions: 

Time can be defined axiomatically by its “arrow” therefore generalizing and representing the 
directionality of the world and being. Thus it can be equated to ordering and to the mathematical 
concept of well-ordering. That reduction can reveal its essential connection to choice and 
information. 

As the well-ordered aspect of the world, it can be deduced from the totality involving necessarily 
infinity. The concept of choice and information can be relevantly generalized as to infinity and 
conserve their link to time even under the condition of infinity. That infinite information is 
equivalent to the notion of quantum information in quantum mechanics. Thus one can built a 
pathway between the totality and quantum information, which turns out to be locally bilateral and 
bidirectional but globally unilateral and unidirectional like a Möbius strip. Time can be seen as 
embodying this global aspect of the totality to be unidirectional and thus well-ordered, a 
quantum-informational structure. 

In that scheme, the time expresses the totality absolutely and yet the totality includes some 
remainder always inexplicable in principle. The same scheme is also embedded in the basic 
mathematical structure of quantum mechanics: Hilbert space. Then its complementarity can be 
interpreted as that absolute expressibility always complemented by the inexplicable remainder of 
the incommeasurable twin of the conjugate quantity. 

The totality can be interpreted as the ultimate substance of the world quantitatively representable 
as quantum information. Time is a unifying boundary between subject and object therefore 
corresponding to quantum information.    
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Time offers a global viewpoint to the totality, from which can be seen both its completeness and 
openness contradicting common sense as it is locally related in principle. So the concept of time 
in philosophy allows of the totality as its subject to be described exactly enough and even more, 
to be directly linked to related notions in mathematics and experimental science, among which 
quantum mechanics is.   

Any references were omitted purposely until now emphasizing the absence of premises necessary 
for that consideration. It can be deduced from commonly known facts and definitions mentioned 
where need be. That approach corresponds to the primary and initial nature both of time and the 
totality. 

Nevertheless one can explicate a series of hidden, but obvious links to all corpus of contemporary 
cognition, especially in philosophy, mathematics, quantum mechanics and the theory of 
information and computation. They should be enumerated completely enough for the present text 
to be able to be sited in its relevant context enriching its meaning: 

Those are works and ideas of Husserl (1905; 1911), Heidegger (1924; 1927; 1929a, b; 1956; 
1957), and Derrida (1968). 

A series of works on the foundation of mathematics elucidates the connection between the 
mathematical concepts of infinity, well-ordering and choice (Zermelo 1904; Skolem 1922; Jech 
1973; Howard and Rubin 1998; Martin-Löf 2008). Furthermore one should estimate the revealing 
that infinity can unify universality, completeness and openness.  

Quantum mechanics corroborates the absence of hidden variables in its area (Neumann 1932; 
Kochen and Specker 1968) and therefore the validity of the axiom of choice in an experimental 
science. Furthermore it involves the concept of entanglement and quantum correlations (Einstein 
et al. 1935; Schrödinger 1935; Bell 1964; Clauser and Horn 1974; Aspect et al. 1981; 1982), and 
thus quantum information, which can be thought as the substance of the physical world. 

The theory of information clears up the close link between the concept of information (Shannon 
1948; 1951) and those of choice and order (Kolmogorov 1965; 1968; Chatin 1966; 1969; 1975; 
1977; 1987; Martin-Löf 1966). Its contemporary development as the theory of quantum 
information (for example: Wilde 2013) generalizes all of them as to infinity and allows of seeing 
how that quantum information, which is interpreted as infinite information, can underlie the 
physical world and the world at all.  
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